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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention refers to the arrangement
of components that compose a linear compressor. Thus,
more specifically, the present invention deals with the
alignment of certain means of support of a linear com-
pressor that is based on a resonant oscillating mecha-
nism.

Background of the Invention

[0002] According to the skilled in the art, linear com-
pressors comprise at least one arrangement wherein the
piston is functionally associated with a linear electrical
engine, wherein the objective of this arrangement con-
sists of axially moving the piston in the interior of a cyl-
inder, promoting the compression of a working fluid.
[0003] Thus, the skilled in the art already known linear
compressors based on resonant oscillating mechanisms,
wherein the piston (which glides in the interior of a cylin-
der, promoting the compression of a working fluid) and
the linear engine (fundamentally composed by a fixed
stator and a movable magnet) have their motion dynam-
ics defined by means of a body with resilient features and
which is susceptible of resonant linear vibration (which
comprises the attaching element between the piston and
the magnet of the linear engine).
[0004] Some functional examples of linear compres-
sors based on resonant oscillating mechanisms are de-
scribed in document BRP10601645. One of these func-
tional examples comprises a compressor wherein the
magnet of the linear engine is attached to the piston by
means of a resilient element as a resonant helical spring,
wherein said piston (together with corresponding attach-
ing elements thereof) is arranged in one of the ends of
the resilient element, while the magnet (together with cor-
responding attaching elements thereof) is arranged in its
opposed end. This arrangement enables that the move-
ment between the opposed ends of the resilient element
presents a difference of 180° (a hundred and eighty de-
grees). In this arrangement, the resilient element further
presents a region in which the axial oscillation (or axial
movement) tends to zero, wherein said region - which
comprises all the region located the springs of the resil-
ient element (or resonant spring) - is known as neutral
point. Further- more, in accordance with document
BRP10601645, the mechanical attachment between the
external shell of the compressor (normally cylindrical and
tubular) and the resilient element shall be effectuated
through said neutral point, aiming not modifying the os-
cillation conditions of the already mentioned elastic ele-
ment.
[0005] Although the concepts and constructiveness
observed in document BRPI0601645 meet all the intend-
ed objectives (in ideal operating situations), it shall be
noted the lack of axial stiffness necessary for maintaining

the positioning of the resonant oscillating mechanism in
the interior of the shell in situations wherein it is noted
the unbalance of mass or stiff- ness (neutral point with
oscillation different from zero), which may occur due to
several reasons (non-ideal situations).
[0006] To overcome this unfavorable aspect, the cur-
rent state of the art further provides an arrangement of
linear compressor (based on a resonant oscillating mech-
anism) wherein it is included an intermediate element
among the compressor shell and the resilient element.
[0007] This arrangement including an intermediate el-
ement is defined, in detail, in the Brazilian document
BRPI1005184 of December 27th, 2010, which is also ap-
plied to the same author of the present application.
[0008] Thus, it is defined an intermediate element com-
posed by an integrated tubular body, at least a group of
rips (which defines an axially flexible surface), and at
least one attaching point for the resilient element or res-
onant spring. Specifically, it is provided two symmetrically
arranged attaching points, wherein each one of the at-
taching points comprises a thru hole defined in the axially
flexible surface. According to said document, the inter-
mediate element is arranged in the interior of the com-
pressor shell, and the resonant spring is arranged in the
interior of the intermediate element. This arrangement is
fixed with bolts and similar tools, which pass through the
axially flexible surface of the intermediate element and
the neutral point of the resonant spring.
[0009] The Brazilian document BRPI1005184 further
discloses the presence of flat leaf springs assembled to-
gether with the side faces of the intermediate element.
Said flat springs have the function of increasing the trans-
verse stiffness between the resonant oscillating assem-
bly and the compressor shell and further guaranteeing
that occasional concentricity errors (of the resonant os-
cillating assembly) will be reduced.
[0010] If said flat leaf springs do not have an angular
indexing related to the resilient element that connects
the magnet to the piston, the transverse vibration of the
compressor, measured in two transverse directions, one
direction on the base plan of the compressor (bottom)
orthogonally to the direction of the piston motion and the
other direction on the vertical plan orthogonally to the
piston motion, will also have a variability that will follow
the position of spring legs. Considering the indexing, the
forces transmitted to the shell by the spring legs will have
a fixed position. Consequently, the vibration caused by
said forces will have a lower variability.
[0011] The lack of indexing can also result in a concur-
rence (coincidence) between the frequencies of some
vibration modes and some harmonicas of functioning,
resulting in the increase of compressor vibration, or even
its non-operation.
[0012] In view of the foregoing, it remains obvious the
need of developing a linear com- pressor based on a
resonant oscillating mechanism not containing the dis-
advantages described above.
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Objectives of the Invention

[0013] Thus, one of the objectives of the present in-
vention is the disclosure of a linear compressor based
on a resonant oscillating mechanism whose alignment
of their means of support is capable of mitigating the vi-
bration level of the compressor. In this sense, it is an-
other objective of the present invention the alignment of
the means of support being capable of reducing the var-
iability of the vibration level of the compressor.
[0014] Furthermore, it is another objective of the
present invention the disclosure of a linear compressor
based on a resonant oscillating mechanism whose align-
ment of their means of support is capable of avoiding the
occurrence of coincidences related to some frequencies
and some harmonicas of functioning.

Summary of the Invention

[0015] These and other objectives of the instant re-
vealed invention are completely achieved by the arrange-
ment of components of a linear compressor, which is
fundamentally composed by at least one resonant spring,
which defines at least one attaching region of neutral
point, at least one magnet and at least one piston, at least
one intermediate element which defines an axially flexi-
ble surface; at least one flat spring, which defines at least
one binding structure, at least one shell and at least one
attaching means.
[0016] The arrangement of components of a linear
compressor is different due to the fact that: the resonant
spring, the magnet and the piston are arranged in the
interior of said at least one intermediate element; at least
one axially flexible surface of the intermediate element
is physically attached to at least one region of neutral
point of the resonant spring by means of an attaching
means, said at least one intermediate element being dis-
posed inside the at least one shell; at least one flat spring
is mechanically attached to at least one end of the inter-
mediate element; at least one axially flexible surface of
the intermediate element is aligned, in a radial way, with
at least one attaching means of at least one neutral point
of the resonant spring; at least one binding structure be-
tween the flexible region and the external diameter
(which characterizes the "leg" of the flat spring) of at least
one flat spring is axially aligned with at least one attaching
means; and consequently, aligned with the attaching re-
gion of the neutral point of the resonant spring and with
the axially flexible surfaces of the intermediate element.
[0017] Preferably, the arrangement of components of
a linear compressor includes at least two diametrically-
opposed physical attachments between the axially flex-
ible surfaces of the intermediate element and at least one
neutral point of the resonant spring.
[0018] According to the preferred concepts of the
present invention, each end of the inter- mediate element
provides the mechanical attachment of at least one flat
spring. In this sense, the flat springs arranged in the ends

of the intermediate element have their binding structures
axially aligned.

Concise Description of the Drawings

[0019] The present invention will be detailed with basis
on the figures described as follows: Figure 1 illustrates,
in a schematic manner, a perspective view of a linear
compressor, in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 2.1 illustrates, in a schematic manner, an ex-
ploded perspective view of a linear compressor, in
accordance with the present invention;
Figure 2.2 illustrates an exploded perspective view
of movable elements of a linear compressor;
Figure 3.1 illustrates a cut view of the linear com-
pressor assembled in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention; and
Figure 3.2 illustrates an enlarged cut view of the mov-
able elements of the compressor represented in Fig-
ure 3.1.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0020] As previously mentioned, the present invention
refers to an arrangement of components comprised in a
linear compressor capable of optimizing the functioning
thereof, reducing vibrations and avoiding the occurrence
of eventual functional problems caused by specifically
undesired vibrations.
[0021] Thus, the arrangement of components that
compose a linear compressor provides several radial and
axial alignments of their components, especially an align-
ment related to the location of the attaching means of
neutral point of the resonant spring, between the inter-
mediate element and the flat springs.
[0022] A preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion is illustrated in figures 1, 2, and 3.
[0023] In said figures it is illustrated a movable me-
chanical assembly of a linear compressor 1 based on a
resonant oscillating mechanism.
[0024] The linear compressor 1 is composed by a res-
onant spring 2, which includes a magnet 3 of an electrical
engine arranged in one of the ends thereof, and a piston
4 arranged in the other end. The magnet 3 and the piston
4 are provided with other support and connection ele-
ments.
[0025] The resonant spring 2 comprises a metallic and
substantially helical body, further presenting a neutral
point 21 (which tends to not present oscillations and/or
vibrations when the linear compressor 1 is working).
[0026] The electrical engine comprises a linear elec-
trical engine embodied by a fixed portion (in relation to
the resonant oscillating assembly) and a movable mag-
net 3 (capable of presenting an axial shift from the interior
of the compressor 1).
[0027] The piston 4 comprises a half-passing cylindri-
cal body and also other support and connection elements
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(such as, for example, a connecting rod, a guide, and
others).
[0028] The resonant oscillating assembly formed by a
resonant spring 2, a magnet 3, and a piston 4, is already
known by the skilled in the art; in other words, it is already
disclosed in prior art documents.
[0029] The resonant oscillating assembly of the linear
compressor 1 is arranged in the interior of the interme-
diate body 5, which preferably comprises a body that is
similar to the object described in the Brazilian document
BRPI1005184; in other words, it has at least one axially
flexible surface 51.
[0030] The attachment between the resonant oscillat-
ing assembly (specially, the resonant spring 2) and the
intermediate body 5 results from the connection (sup-
ported by an attaching means 8) of the axially flexible
surface 51, of the intermediate body 5, to the attaching
region of the neutral point of the resonant spring 2. This
type of attachment enables that all the resonant oscillat-
ing assembly presents a certain degree of axial move-
ment.
[0031] The linear compressor 1 further includes two
flat springs 6 (or even assemblies or leaf springs analo-
gous to said springs 6), which are fundamentally com-
posed by an external portion 61, binding structures 62,
and an internal portion 63. Preferably, the external 61
and internal 63 portions are defined by circumferential
rings having dimensions that are analogous to the dimen-
sions of the respective ends 52 of the intermediate ele-
ment 5 and to the attaching elements (not detailed) of
the magnet 3 and piston 4.
[0032] In this sense, the external portion 61 of each
flat spring 6 is attached to one of the ends 52 of the in-
termediate element 5, preferably, by means of a mechan-
ical resealing.
[0033] The internal portion 63 of each flat spring 6 is
attached to either the attaching elements of the magnet
3 or the attaching elements of the piston 4.
[0034] Notably, the binding structures 62 have the ob-
jective of connecting the external portion 61 to the internal
portion 63.
[0035] The linear compressor 1 is further composed
by a shell 7, which - fundamentally - comprises a tube
dedicated for positioning the intermediate element 5.
[0036] Taking into consideration the conceptual point
of view, the majority of such constructive features is al-
ready defined in the Brazilian documents (also property
of the instant Applicant) BRPI0601645 and
BRP11005184.
[0037] According to the present invention, the arrange-
ment of components that compose a linear compressor
provides the physical attachment between axially flexible
surfaces 51 of the intermediate element 5 and the attach-
ing region of neutral point 21 of the resonant spring 2 by
means of at least one attaching means 8 (preferably, a
bolt). In this case, the axially flexible surfaces 51 of the
intermediate element 5 are aligned, in a radial way, with
the neutral point 21 of the resonant spring 2.

[0038] Moreover, and also in accordance with the
present invention, the arrangement of components that
compose a linear compressor provides the mechanical
attachment of a flat spring 6 (or flat leaf springs) and the
ends 52 of an intermediate element 5. In this case, one
of the binding structures 62 of a flat spring 6 (or flat leaf
springs) is axially aligned with an attaching means 8, and,
consequently, aligned with the attaching region of the
neutral point 21 of the resonant spring 2 and with the
axially flexible surfaces 51 of the intermediate element 5.
[0039] Upon considering the axial alignment of the
binding structure 62 of a flat spring 6 with an attaching
means 8, the forces transmitted to the shell 7 through
the legs of the flat springs 6 will have a fixed angular
position and, consequently, the vibration caused by said
forces will present a lower variability.
[0040] The lack of the axial alignment may also result
in a concurrence (coincidence) between the frequencies
of some vibration modes and some harmonicas of func-
tioning, resulting in the increase of compressor 1 vibra-
tion, or even its non-operation.
[0041] The above-mentioned refers to an example of
a preferred embodiment. Thus, it shall be noted that the
scope of the invention includes other possible modifica-
tions, being only restricted by the content of the claims.

Claims

1. An arrangement of components of a linear compres-
sor (1), wherein said linear compressor is composed
by at least one resonant oscillating mechanism com-
prising at least one resonant spring (2) which defines
at least one attaching region of neutral point (21), at
least one magnet (3) and at least one piston (4); at
least one intermediate element (5) which defines an
axially flexible surface (51); at least one flat spring
(6) which defines at least one binding structure (62);
at least one shell (7); and at least one attaching
means (8); wherein
the resonant spring (2), the magnet (3) and the piston
(4) are arranged in the interior of said at least one
intermediate element (5),
at least one axially flexible surface (51) of the inter-
mediate element (5) is physically attached to at least
one region of the neutral point (21) of the resonant
spring (2) by means
of an attaching means (8), said at least one interme-
diate element being disposed inside
the at least one shell (7);
the at least one flat spring (6) is mechanically at-
tached to at least one of the ends (52) of the inter-
mediate element (5);
the axially flexible surface (51) of the at least one
intermediate element (5) is aligned,
in a radial way, with at least one attaching region of
the neutral point (21) of the resonant spring (2),
the arrangement being characterized in that:
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at least one binding structure (62) of at least one flat
spring (6) is axially aligned with at least one attaching
means (8), and, consequently, aligned with the at-
taching region of the neutral point (21) of the reso-
nant spring (2) and with the axially flexible surfaces
(51) of the intermediate element (5).

2. An arrangement of components of a linear compres-
sor, in accordance with Claim 1, characterized in
that it provides at least two physical attachments
between the axially flexible surfaces (51) of the in-
termediate element (5) and the at least one neutral
point (21) of the resonant spring (2).

3. An arrangement of components of a linear compres-
sor, in accordance with claim 1, characterized in
that each end (52) of the intermediate element (5)
provides the mechanical attachment of at least one
flat spring (6).

4. An arrangement of components of a linear compres-
sor, in accordance with claim 1 or 3, characterized
in that said flat springs (6) arranged in the ends (52)
of the intermediate element (5) have their binding
structures (62) axially aligned.

Patentansprüche

1. Anordnung von Komponenten eines Linearverdich-
ters (1), wobei der Linearverdichter aus wenigstens
einem resonant oszillierenden Mechanismus, der
wenigstens eine resonante Feder (2), die wenigs-
tens eine Anbringregion eines neutralen Punktes
(21) definiert, wenigstens einem Magneten (3) und
wenigstens einen Kolben (4) enthält; wenigstens ei-
nem Zwischenelement (5), das eine axial flexible
Oberfläche (51) definiert, wenigstens einer Blattfe-
der (6), die wenigsten eine bindende Struktur (62)
definiert; wenigstens einer Hülle (7); und wenigstens
einer Anbringeinrichtung (8) aufgebaut ist; wobei
die resonante Feder (2), der Magnet (3) und der Kol-
ben (4) im Inneren des wenigstens einen Zwischen-
elements (5) angeordnet sind,
wenigstens eine axial flexible Oberfläche (51) des
Zwischenelements (5) physikalisch an der wenigs-
tens einen Region des neutralen Punktes (21) der
resonanten Feder (2) mittels einer Anbringeinrich-
tung (8) angebracht ist, wobei das wenigstens eine
Zwischenelement innerhalb der wenigstens einen
Hülle (7) angeordnet ist;
die wenigstens eine Blattfeder (6) mechanisch an
wenigstens einem der Enden (52) des Zwischene-
lements (5) angebracht ist;
die axial flexible Oberfläche (51) des wenigstens ei-
nen Zwischenelements (5) in einer radialen Weise
mit wenigstens einer Anbringregion des neutralen
Punktes (21) der resonanten Feder (2) ausgerichtet

ist,
wobei die Anordnung dadurch gekennzeichnet ist,
dass:
wenigstens eine verbindende Struktur (62) wenigs-
tens einer Blattfeder (6) axial mit wenigstens einer
Anbringeinrichtung (8) ausgerichtet ist und folglich
mit dem Anbringbereich des neutralen Punktes (21)
der resonanten Feder (2) und mit den axial flexiblen
Oberflächen (51) des Zwischenelements (5) ausge-
richtet ist.

2. Anordnung von Komponenten eines Linearverdich-
ters nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass sie wenigstens zwei physikalische Anbringun-
gen zwischen den axial flexiblen Oberflächen (51)
des Zwischenelements (5) und dem wenigstens ei-
nen neutralen Punkt (21) der resonanten Feder (2)
bereitstellt.

3. Anordnung von Komponenten eines Linearverdich-
ters nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass jedes Ende (52) des Zwischenelements (5) die
mechanische Anbringung wenigstens einer Blattfe-
der (6) bereitstellt.

4. Anordnung von Komponenten eines Linearverdich-
ters nach Anspruch 1 oder 3, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die verbindenen Strukturen (62) der
Blattfedern (6), die in den Enden (52) des Zwischen-
elements (5) angeordnet sind, axial ausgerichtet
sind.

Revendications

1. Un agencement de composants d’un compresseur
linéaire (1), dans lequel ledit compresseur linéaire
est composé d’au moins un mécanisme oscillant ré-
sonant comprenant au moins un ressort résonant (2)
qui définit au moins une région d’attache du point
neutre (21), au moins un aimant (3) et au moins un
piston (4) ; d’au moins un élément intermédiaire (5)
qui définit une surface axialement flexible (51) ; d’au
moins un ressort plat (6) qui définit au moins une
structure de liaison (62) ; d’au moins une coque (7) ;
et d’au moins un moyen de fixation (8) ; dans lequel
le ressort résonant (2), l’aimant (3) et le piston (4)
sont agencés à l’intérieur du au moins un élément
intermédiaire (5),
au moins une surface axialement flexible (51) de
l’élément intermédiaire (5) est fixée matériellement
à au moins une région du point neutre (21) du ressort
résonant (2) avec des moyens de fixation (8), ledit
au moins un élément intermédiaire étant disposé à
l’intérieur de la au moins une coque (7) ;
le au moins un ressort plat (6) est fixé mécanique-
ment à au moins une des extrémités (52) de l’élé-
ment intermédiaire (5) ;
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la surface axialement flexible (51) du au moins un
élément intermédiaire (5) est alignée, de manière
radiale, avec au moins la une région d’attache du
point neutre (21) du ressort résonant (2),
l’agencement étant caractérisé en ce que :
au moins une structure de liaison (62) d’au moins un
ressort plat (6) est axialement alignée avec au moins
un moyen de fixation (8), et, en conséquence, ali-
gnée avec la région d’attache du point neutre (21)
du ressort résonant (2) et avec les surfaces axiale-
ment flexibles (51) de l’élément intermédiaire (5).

2. Un agencement de composants d’un compresseur
linéaire, selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
qu’il est prévu au moins deux attaches matérielles
entre les surfaces axialement flexibles (51) de l’élé-
ment intermédiaire (5) et le au moins un point neutre
(21) du ressort résonant (2).

3. Un agencement de composants d’un compresseur
linéaire, selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
que chaque extrémité (52) de l’élément intermédiai-
re (5) constitue la fixation mécanique d’au moins un
ressort plat (6).

4. Un agencement de composants d’un compresseur
linéaire, selon l’une des revendications 1 et 3, ca-
ractérisé en ce que lesdits ressorts plats (6) agen-
cés aux extrémités (52) de l’élément intermédiaire
(5) ont leurs structures de liaison (62) axialement
alignées.
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